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Abstract
The Indonesia’s recent economic growth, 2000-2010, was very remarkable considering the fact that during the same period the
global economy was generally characterized by stagnant to negative growth. However, such a remarkable growth were being
criticized by many as having several weaknesses, covering: (i) Indonesia’s economy is relatively unstable, (ii) growth is centralized
in Jakarta only, (iii) Indonesia follows the Asia Tiger’s export-driven growth model, (iv) main economic driver is resources, and
(v) growth has come largely from an expanding workforce. However, agroindustriers believes that such criticisms teachs this
country with extremely meaningful lessons for better policy reorientation for national economic development of this Republic.
Based on the agroindustriers’ perspective, unstable and centralized economic growth of this country is clearly direct consequences
of political-economic policy choice in national development in favor of import-based industries, IBI, by overall protective measures
covering monetary, fiscal, and trade policies in particular, ABI. It is the challenge for agroindustriers to take the opportunity
promoted by President Jokowi through his cabinet, Working Cabinet, maintreaming on food sovereignty and agroindustrial
development i.e. agro-based industries or ABI, instead of IBI. Stabilizing and decentralizing the Indonesia’s growth would only be
possible, if and only if, this country immediately switchs from IBI to ABI. Related value added and locality would multiply the
value of any human and natural resources.
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1. Introduction
Early this year, a minister of the Second United Indonesia Cabinet (Kabinet Indonesia Bersatu II, KIB-II)
proclaimed sarcastically that agriculture could not any more be considered as the source of employment and growth
due to its inability to survive itself economically. Moreover, he raised his academic statement mentioning that such
sector has been, for a very long time, satisfying the law of missing return (Ariyanti, 2014), instead of deminishing
return
That sarcasticism was challenged by Bimo (2014) to be irrational considering the fact that macroeconomic role of
agricultural sector as the primary source of employment and livelihood of the nation majority. Maksum elaborated
further (2014a) that such academic statement of the minister was extremely misleading and ahistorical in nature.
Historical reality showed the fact that agricultural sector has been functioned as: the primary supplier of cheap food
and raw material, the bumper of hyper inflation, the enabler of lowering wage level and escalating capitalistic rent,
and above all, the victim of terrorrizing development policy (Maksum, 2012).
Years after the country’s independence, being blessed with huge natural resources, this Republic realized that its
potential economy was agricultural sector. It was strongly characterized by official establishment of the Yogyakarta
Agrarian Committee, 1948, as the embryo of the issuance of the Law Number 5/1960 on Agrarian Principles. However,
the regime after the late Soekarno (1952), nullified such a potential due to the adoption of the economic dichotomy
prioritizing industrial sector, instead (Maksum, 2014b).
2. Agroindustry under Economic Dichotomy
The success of the country’seconomic development in 1970s strongly supported by three remarkable factors,
mainly, windfall profit from oil boom, escallating foreign loan, and increasing foreign direct investment, has been
followed by the country’s success in industrialization, 1980s. Unfortunately, industrial choice of the government was
made with an extremely strong bias to the skilled-labor, high technology, and capital intensive industries, SLI-HTI-
CII, which were generally very foreign-based in nature (Young, et.al, 2003).
Logical consequence of prioritizing foreign-based industries, FBI, was the marginalization of domestic-based
industries, DBI, including agriculture. While foreign-based industries was characterized by SLI-HTI-CII, domestic-
based industries was marked by its ULI-ATI-LII, unskilled-labor, appropriate-technology, and labor intensive
industries. Any extreme measure including monetary-fiscal-trade policies supporting FBI would automatically
phenalize DBI. The FBI has been very successful at the expense of DBI. In turns, comparative advantage naturally
blessed to agricultural sector has never reached its global competitiveness.
Such a sectoral injustice has been very remarkable in providing significant economic growth of the country, but at
the same time marginalizing the majority, the farmers. Such injustice could probably be considered as what was
criticized by Soekarno (1964) as the  exploitation de l ‘homme par l ‘homme in reminding the country’s emergency,
vivere pericoloso, which must be, according to him, revolutionary switched back based on the spirit of Trisakti,
containing political sovereignty, economic self-sufficiency, and cultural independence.
Moreover, that industrial growth was not merely full of sectoral injustice, but the growth during the last ten years,
2000-2010, has been facing also serious criticisms at the global level.
3. Global Criticisms and Global Myths
To mention a few, popular criticisms at the global level against the Indonesia’s recent growth, 2000-2010, could
be summarized in five points, namely: (i) economy is relatively unstable, (ii) growth is centralized in Jakarta only,
(iii) Indonesia follows the Asia Tiger’s export-driven growth model, (iv) main economic driver is resources, and (v)
growth has come largely from an expanding workforce (Budiman, 2012).
It was very unfortunate that those five best criticisms containing meaningful lessons to learn were nullified by
many Indonesian economists including Oberman at. al. (2012) from McKinzey Global Institute,  economic advisory
team to the Palace. Instead of adopting such the best lessons, Oberman et.al. called them as irrelevant but a set of
economic myths for Indonesia by providing their egoistic rationality behind.
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The first criticism connected with unstable growth was challenged by Oberman et.al (2012) through providing the
fact that Indonesia’s economy was strongly growing during the global economic recession 2007-2010. Stagnant
economic growth humpering the world from Greek, European countries and the United States, did not have any
negative impat to Indonesia whose yearly growth was remarkably above 6.0 percent.
The second criticism was also called as being irrational by presenting the economic fact showing that the economic
growth rate of Jakarta, 2000-2010, was much lower than those of outer Jakarta, and outer islands in general. The third
point mentioning expanding export as the source of national growth was also debated by Oberman by showing
econometric facts demonstrating that the dominant determinant was expanding consumption, instead.
Remaining criticisms, mentioning natural resources and expanding workforce as the drivers of economic growth
of this nation were also being neglected by presenting statistical fact showing the increasing dominance of skilled
labor indicated by better education structure of the country’s population, and the issuance of the laws connected with
export limitation for raw materials, including the Law Number 4/2009 on Mineral and Coal requiring smelting process.
However, historical evidences showed very clearly that the impact of FBI protection, resulted in significant
competitiveness of DBI, especially ABI, agro-based industry, in producing raw material, but directly loosing its
competitiveness for finished and semi-finished products. This country is very competitive in producing CPO, rubber,
fermented cacao, and the like, while at the same time importing bio-diesel, luxurious tires, European chocolate, etc.
Under this kind of competitiveness, agroindustriers, AI, have to speak for better development.
4. Agroindustriers’ Position
In criticizing the Indonesia’s economic growth 2000-2010 and sharing those global criticisms, agroindustriers,
those belonging to agroindustry activists-association, should have been aware in responding to the over-protective
nature of prominent economists including Oberman et.al. (2012) and Budiman (2012) in developing academic
disource against global criticisms. Considering this need however, professional judgement need to be developed by
AI group.
Regarding the first issue, economic instability, AI could be in agreement in accepting global criticism based on the
fact that the Indonesia’s growth has been based on overall over-protective measures covering monetery, fiscal and
trade policies, for the success of FBI. Due to this protection therefore, the economy has been very dependent upon
foreign economy.  This view was supported by the weakening of Rupiah starting July 2013 (Maksum,2013b).
Furthermore, Maksum (2014a) claimed that shifting from FBI to DBI and ABI would potentially guarantee the
country’s economic self-sufficiency, and in turns its growth stability.
The second, AI should  have been very critical in evaluating the argument against the criticism mentioning that the
growth is centralized in Jakarta only. The use of the growth rate in developing the argument was not very suitable,
based on the fact that the rate was the comparison between additional value gained during that period devided by
initial value. Initial value of Jakarta economy is extremely huge and offsetting additional value in providing rate.
Whereas, the absolute increase of the Jakarta economy dominates Indonesia’s growth and strongly concentrates the
growth in Jakarta only. Decentralization of the growth to the outer Jakarta and the outer island would only be possible
if, and only if, the country’s development policy be reoriented to local potential based on the local and the most sexy
resources, ABI.
AI might be in agreement with Oberman et.al. (2012) in arguing that the stronger support to the growth is provided
by expanding consumption, instead of growing export, as it was strongly shown by significant growth in consumption
expenditure. However, AI should have been very critical in assessing detailly the structure of consumption. By
assessing ourselves as individual and collective consumers, it is very easy to conclude that consumption structure is
dominated by import-based commodities. Structural reform could only be made via DBI-ABI.
In response to the remaining criticims, the strongest driving force of the growth from natural resource and
expanding workforce, should have been taken into serious account considering the fact that this country has been
growing very fast through the support of the less added value of important export commodities, while consuming high
value of imported goods being processed from this country’s exported commodities. Significant political revolution
towards better value chains, changes and processes of local products, DBI-ABI, would be extremely meaningful in
providing value added to natural resources and individual workforce.
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Based on the above description, therefore, it is very proud to claim that decentralizing and stabilizing the growth
would only be made possible and guaranteed through ABI development. In addition to that, ABI would significantly
support the nation in simultaneously providing the more appropriate pro growth-job-poor-green development model,
wherein the Working Cabinet, Kabinet Kerja is mainstreaming. Operational paradigm of Kabinet Kerja in
mainstreaming food sovereignty could be taken as appropriate example. The only need nowadays is the existence of
the true political-economic will to follow.
5. Starting from Food Sovereignty
Due to  its super-technical approach of food security and food self-sufficiency, several legal documents mandated
this country to shift into food sofereignty in developing its food system. Food sovereignty defined as the right of each
nation to maintain and develop its own capacity to produce its basic foods respecting cultural and productive diversity.
We have the right to produce our own food in our own territory. Food sovereignty is a precondition to genuine food
security” (Lee, 2007; Ziegler, 2008), could freely defined as exclusive right and power of the people and their country
upon the area of food governance (Maksum, 2014b and 2014c).
Several legal documents have been strongly instructing this country to adopt food sovereignty, among others are:
(i) Law Number UU 41/2009 on Land Protection, (ii) Law Number 13/2010 on Horticulture, (iii) Law Number
18/2012 on Foode, and (iv) Law Number 19/2013 on Farmers’ Protection and Empowerment. Due to the strongest
impact of food import, compared to other factors, on the country’s food system fragility, such legal documents place
special attention on food import through about the same words in those documents (Maksum, 2014b).
Generally summarizing, according to those legal documents, food import would only be legally permitted when
the domestic production of food is not enough to feed the people, and/or the food is not being produced domestically.
Such a legal position of  food import is clearly stipulated in those laws, including verse 36 of the Law 18/2012, and
verse 31 of the Law 19/2013. Several years after their implementation reminded the nation that the adoption of food
sovereignty has been seriously facing inconsistent political will (Maksum, 2014c).
Food import is not abolutely prohibited. According to several legal standings have been mentioned, food import
has certain level of import legality. In many cases however, several evidences showed very clearly the existence of
real political power interrupting the implementation of food sovereignty through legalization of import legality
(Maksum, 2013b.
6. Legalizing Import Legality
Under a set of political choice of the Republic of Indonesia, it is very clear that import legality has been well
stipulated. However, it is very easy to prove that the indicators of the key word: is not enough to feed the people,
politically have several features at the market level. This relative features could be easily engineered to manipulate
short term economic rent.
Various modes of market engineering was proven to be normally demontrated by capital owners to engineer market
shortage for the sake of economic rent, through,among others, (i) agitating social unrest of the consumers due to price
increase, (ii) developing social unrest among middlemen, (iii) advocating immediate users, small industries to protest
to the goverment, (iv) stimulating collective protest of concerned workers, (v) political advocacy through political
parties approaching general election, (vi) policy advocacy through the members of parliaments, (vii) requesting
academic advises from prominent professors, (viii) bribing bureucratic personnels through gratification, (ix)
producing spiritual advises through mufties, spiritualists, and (x) exploiting bad news through any media (Maksum,
2013a and 2013b).
The formulation of extremely poor policies during the last two years proved the victory of capital owners vis-a-vis
local farmers. Several policy samples could be taken as examples, including: (i) the issuance of PKPE (Paket
Kebijakan Penyelamatan Ekonomi), policy package safe-guarding Indonesia’s economy, August 23, 2013; (ii) the
issuance of tariff free policy for soybean import, September 26, 2013; (iii) the support of Indonesian delegate to the
United States during the 9th High Level Meeting, Bali 1-7 December  2013, in limiting agricultural subsidy; (iv) the
issuance of political statement of Finance Minister of KIB-II in shifting sectoral priority from agriculture to industry,
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5 February 2014; (v) the issuance of SE: 644/M-DAG/SD/4/14, reducing DOC production for protecting small
farmers, 4 April  2014; and (vi) the legalization of rice import plan by blowing up harvest failure, limited procurement
ability of the Bureau of Logistics, and decreased production target, 7 May 2014 (Maksum, 2014b).
The lessons derived from the implementation of food sovereignity are very meaningful to remind Jokowi-JK
Government in mainstreaming KK for food sovereignty and agro industry in general, and the member of AI club in
particular, that legal standing through the issuance of several legal documents is very necessary but never be sufficient.
We have to fight ourselves. This country has been witnessing the fight among Cabinet members which have never
had a single political will. Therefore, legal standing would never be sufficient unless being supported by mental
revolution, namely the strongest political-economic will of KK against rent seeking behavior of the minority, the
capitalists.
7. Concluding Remarks
The country is changing. The Working Cabinet of Jokowi-JK Government has been newly established, as has been
clearly campaigned during the last Presidential Election, mainstreaming among others on food sovereignty and agro
industry. Legal standings have been formulated, and politically support the newly established Cabinet. However, they
would never be sufficient unless being strongly supported by consistent political will of Jokowi-JK.
The newly established Cabinet, the KK, is politically composed of a collection of professionals to satisfy justifiable
Indonesia’s development. The justifiability of the country’s development would only be possible through the shift
from its FBI formerly adopted by previous regimes towards DBI and ABI development which has been popularized
by Jokowi-JK during Presidential Election several months ago.
Such a shift would never need remarkable economic trade off, especially based on the country’s macroeconomic
perspective. Moreover, ABI would guarantee better economic growth, characterized by better economic stability and
decentralized growth, and being based upon significant added value to the country’s resorce endowment, natural dan
human capitals.
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